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Allows to obtain  “Micro-histological”preparations instead 
“traditional cytological”. 

The preservation of the tissue architecture of the “loaded” sample 
on CytoMatrix is a “Plus” that the pathologist/cytologist greatly appreciates  

The absence of manipulation of the sample coming from needle aspiration, between 
collection to observation, makes the sample preparation procedure extremely simple

No operator or additional time is required between sample collection and preparation.No operator or additional time is required between sample collection and preparation.

No additional instrumentation is required between sample collection and preparation.

Possibility of fixing the sample in formalin.

No change in the laboratory routine in processing the sample.

Excellent qualitative yeld in DNA extraction from the sample loaded on CytoMatrix

Excellent qualitative yeld in RNA extraction from the sample loaded on CytoMatrix

Possibility of carry out IHC, FISH, SISH, Special histological stains on the sample.

RReduced costs. 

The possibility of evaluating samples obtained from any type of effusion 
(Pleural, abdominal, pericardial) or organic fluid: Urine, Liquor, Marrow aspirate, 

confirm the extreme application flexibility of CytoMatrix.

Why CytoMatrix? Synthetic and schematic procedure  

Deposit the material (sample) coming from needle aspiration, 
or the “Pellet” obtained from liquid samples 
(Liquid effusion, Urine, Liquor) on CytoMatrix   

Close the biocassette containing CytoMatrix (obtained in step 1) 
and immerse it in formalin (8-24 hours)  
 
Process (long cyclProcess (long cycle) the CytoMatrix-sample 
complex obtained in step 2 

Proceed with the inclusion in paraffin of CytoMatrix remembering 
to invert the matrix at the time of inclusion 
(frame towards the bottom of the stile tile). 
  

Apply to CytoMatrix the various diagnostic  techniques 
used in the laboratorused in the laboratory. 

Possibility of storing the included matrix for future uses.  

A pressure on CytoMatrix by the operator at the moment of 
the inclusion (proceeding from periphery towards of the centre 
of the matrix) is advisable to make the included the matrix 
more compact when cut. 
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To obtain a cytological preparation that would bring “something more” than the “standard”, 
with an extremely simple method, in order to reach any histopathology laboratory. 
This was the goal pursued for a long time by the CytoMatrix’s team and by various 

experts involved in the development and improvement of this new “Device”  which is 
increasingly appreciated and essential in the histo-cytopathological diagnostic routine.

The characteristics that make "“UNIQUE” CytoMatrix can be synthesized in:  

CytoMatrix
Easy for You - Easy for Lab

CytoMatrix
Easy for You - Easy for Lab


